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Time Allowed: 3 hours Maximum Marks: 80

Meritorious Tutorials 

Shop No. 62 & 65, Kesar Garden Sec-20, Kharghar 

 

CLASS 10 - MATHEMATICS
CBSE: Full Portion Test 01

 

General Instructions:

1. This question paper contains two parts A and B.

2. Both Part A and Part B have internal choices.

Part – A consists 20 questions

1. Questions 1-16 carry 1 mark each. Internal choice is provided in 5 questions.

2. Questions 17-20 are based on the case study. Each case study has 5 case-based sub-parts. An

examinee is to attempt any 4 out of 5 sub-parts.

Part – B consists 16 questions

1. Question No 21 to 26 are Very short answer type questions of 2 mark each,

2. Question No 27 to 33 are Short Answer Type questions of 3 marks each

3. Question No 34 to 36 are Long Answer Type questions of 5 marks each.

4. Internal choice is provided in 2 questions of 2 marks, 2 questions of 3 marks and 1 question of 5

marks.

Part-A

1. Classify    as rational or irrational. [1]

OR

Without actually performing the long division, Check whether  will have terminating decimal

expansion or non-terminating repeating decimal expansion.

3
–√3

459
500

2. In the following equation determine the set of values of p for which the given equation has

real roots: 2x2 + px + 3 = 0.

[1]

3. The equation axn + byn + c = 0 represents a straight line if [1]

4. In figure, PQ and PR are tangents to circle with centre A. If QPA = 27°, then find QAR. [1]∠ ∠

5. Write the expression an - ak for the AP: a, a + d, a + 2d, ... and find the common difference of

the AP for which 11th term is 5 and 13th term is 79.

[1]

OR

Which term of the sequence 4,9,14,19, ...... is 124?
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6. Which term of the AP 14,11,8,....is -1? [1]

7. State whether the (x + 2)3 = x3 - 8 is the quadratic equation in x? [1]

OR

Find the discriminant of the Quadratic Equation: 

3 + 2x− 1 = 0x2

8. In given figure, if AT is a tangent to the circle with centre O, such that OT = 4 cm and OTA =

30o, then find the length of AT (in cm). 

[1]∠

9. In figure, CP and CQ are tangents to a circle with centre O. ARB is another tangent touching

the circle at R. If CP = 11 cm, and BC = 7 cm, then find the length of BR. 

[1]

OR

At which point a tangent is perpendicular to the radius?

10. State the converse of Thale's theorem. [1]

11. Find a30 - a20 for the AP a, a + d, a + 2d, a + 3d,... [1]

12. Evaluate: cosec330° cos 60° tan345° sin290° sec245° cot 30°. [1]

13. Convert the given trigonometric equation in the simplest form. [1]

sin cos + cos sin60∘ 30∘ 60∘ 30∘

14. Two cubes have their volumes in the ratio 1 : 27. What is the ratio of their surface areas? [1]

15. The first term of an AP is p and its common difference is q. Find its 10th term. [1]

16. A game consists of spinning an arrow which comes to rest pointing at one of the regions (1, 2

or 3) (Fig). Are the outcomes 1, 2 and 3 equally likely to occur? Give reasons.

[1]

17. In the school garden Ajay(A), Brijesh(B), Chinki(C) and Deepak(D) planted their flower plants

of Rose, Sunflower, Champa and Jasmine respectively as shown in the following figure. A fifth

student Eshan wanted to plant her flower in this area. The teacher instructed Eshan to plant

his flower plant at a point E such that CE: EB = 3 : 2. 

[4]
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Answer the following questions:

i. Find the coordinates of point E where Eshan has to plant his flower plant.

a. (5, 6)

b. (6, 5)

c. (5, 5)

d. (6, 7)

ii. Find the area of ECD.

a. 9.5 square unit

b. 11.5 square unit

c. 10.5 square unit

d. 12.5 square unit

iii. Find the distance between the plants of Ajay and Deepak.

a. 8.60 unit

b. 6.60 unit

c. 5.60 unit

d. 7.60 unit

iv. The distance between A and B is:

a. 5.5 units

b. 7 units

c. 6 units

d. 5 units

v. The distance between C and D is:

a. 5.5 units

b. 7 units

c. 6 units

d. 5 units

△

18.  

Vijay is trying to find the average height of a tower near his house. He is using the properties

[4]
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of similar triangles. The height of Vijay's house is 20 m when Vijay's house casts a shadow 10

m long on the ground. At the same time, the tower casts a shadow 50 m long on the ground. At

the same time, the house of Ajay casts 20 m shadow on the ground.

i. What is the height of the tower?

a. 20 m

b. 50 m

c. 100 m

d. 200 m

ii. What will be the length of the shadow of the tower when Vijay's house casts a shadow of 12

m?

a. 75 m

b. 50 m

c. 45 m

d. 60 m

iii. What is the height of Ajay's house?

a. 30 m

b. 40 m

c. 50 m

d. 20 m

iv. When the tower cast shadow of 40 m, Same time what will be the length of the shadow of

Ajay's house?

a. 16 m

b. 32 m

c. 20 m

d. 8 m

v. When the tower cast shadow of 40 m, Same time what will be the length of the shadow of

Vijay's house?

a. 15 m

b. 32 m

c. 16 m

d. 8 m

19. The agewise participation of students of a school in the International Yoga day Celebration

that was held in Central City Ground Patna is shown in the following distribution. By

Analysing the data given below answer the questions that follow: 

Age(in years) 5 - 7 7 - 9 9 - 11 11 - 13 13 - 15 15 - 17 17 - 19

[4]
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Number of students x 15 18 30 50 48 x

Find the Following when the sum of frequencies is 181.

i. The mode of the data is:

a. 17.81

b. 11.81

c. 18.41

d. 14.81

ii. The value of missing frequency(x) is:

a. 12

b. 10

c. 13

d. 14

iii. The modal class is:

a. 13 - 15

b. 11 - 13

c. 15 - 17

d. 17 - 19

iv. The upper limit of the modal class is:

a. 17

b. 19

c. 15

d. 13

v. The construction of the cumulative frequency table is useful in determining the:

a. Mean

b. Median

c. Mode

d. All of the above

20. STUDY OF FIGURES AND SURFACES: 

 

Mayank a student of class 7th loves watching and playing with birds of different kinds. One

day he had an idea in his mind to make a bird-bath on his garden. His brother who is studying

in class 10th helped him to choose the material and shape of the birdbath. They made it in the

shape of a cylinder with a hemispherical depression at one end as shown in the Figure below.

They opted for the height of the hollow cylinder as 1.45 m and its radius is 30 cm. 

[4]
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Part-B

 

By using the above-given information, find the following:

i. The curved surface area of the hemisphere is:

a. 0.36 m2

b. 0.46 m2

c. 0.26 m2

d. 0.56 m2

ii. The curved surface area of the cylinder is:

a.  m2

b.  m2

c.  m2

d.  m2

iii. The total surface area of the bird-bath is: (Take   = )

a. 2.3 m2

b. 3.3 m2

c. 3.5 m2

d. 5.3 m2

iv. The Total surface area of the cylinder is given by:

a. 

b. 

c.  

d. 

v. During the conversion of a solid from one shape to another the volume of the new shape

will:

a. remain unaltered

b. decrease

c. double

d. increase

0.78π

π0.87
2

0.87π2

0.87π

π
22
7

2π× r× h+ 2πr3

2π× r× h+ πr2

2π× r× h+ 2πr2

π× r× h+ 2πr2

21. By using Euclid's algorithm find the largest number which divides 650 and 1170. [2]

22. Find the ratio in which the segment joining A(1, -5) and B(-4, 5) is divided by the x-axis. Also [2]
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find the coordinates of the point of division.

OR

A(5, 1); B(1, 5) and C(-3, -1) are the vertices of . Find the length of median AD.△ABC

23. For what value of k, is - 3 a zero of the polynomial x2 + 11x +k? [2]

24. Draw a circle of radius 1.5 cm. Take a point P outside it. Without using the centre draw two

tangents to the circle from the point P.

[2]

25. If A = B = 60°, verify that cos (A - B) = cosA cosB + sin A sinB [2]

OR

Express cot 85° + cos 75° in terms of trigonometric ratios of angles between 0° and 45°.

26. In the given figure, common tangents AB and CD to two circles intersect at E. Prove that AB =

CD. 

[2]

27. Prove that  is an irrational number. [3]2
–√

28. A farmer wishes to grow a 100 m2 rectangular vegetable garden. Since he has with him only

30 m barbed wire, he fences three sides of the rectangular garden letting compound wall of

his house act as the fourth side-fence. Find the dimensions of his garden.

[3]

OR

A man bought a certain number of toys for Rs.180, he kept one for his own use and sold the rest for

one rupee each more than he gave for them, besides getting his own toy for nothing he made a

profit of Rs.10. Find the number of toys.

29. Divide: y3 + y2 - 2y + 1 by y - a [3]

30. In ABC, the bisector of B meets AC at D. A line  meets AB, BC and BD at P, Q and R

respectively. Show that

i. PR.BQ = QR. BP

ii. AB  CQ = BC  AP

[3]

OR

Legs (sides other than the hypotenuse) of a right triangle are of lengths 16 cm and 8 cm. Find the

length of the side of the largest square that can be inscribed in the triangle.

Δ ∠ PQ∥AC

× ×

31. In a bag there are 44 identical cards with figure of circle or square on them. There are 24

circles, of which 9 are blue and rest are green and 20 squares of which 11 are blue and rest

are green. One card is drawn from the bag at random. Find the probability that it has the

figure of

i. square

ii. green colour,

iii. blue circle and

iv. green square.

[3]

32. If at some time of the day the ratio of the height of a vertically standing pole to the length of its

shadow on the ground is  , then find the angle of elevation of the sun at that time.

[3]

: 13–√

33. The given distribution shows the number of wickets taken by the bowlers in one-day

international cricket matches:

[3]
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Number of

wickets

Less

than 15

Less

than 30

Less

than 45

Less

than 60

Less

than 75

Less

than 90

Less

than 105

Less

than 120

Number of

bowlers
2 5 9 17 39 54 70 80

Draw a 'less than type' ogive from the above data. Find the median. 

34. Find upto three places of decimal the radius of the circle whose area is the sum of the areas of

two triangles whose sides are 35, 53, 66 and 33, 56, 65 measured in centimetres (Use  = 22/7).

[5]

π

35. Solve the following pair of linear equations by the elimination method and the substitution

method: x + y = 5 and 2x – 3y = 4

[5]

36. PQ is a post of height a, and AB is a tower at some distance from the post . If  are the

angles of elevation to the top of the tower, from P and Q respectively. Find the height of the

tower and its distance from the post.

[5]α and β


